Rules

1. A patrol should be of 4 to 6 Scouts of a mixed age range with one PL and one APL.
2. Patrol Leaders must be issued with an Event Passport for this camp.
3. All entrants to the Tony Award must be first time entrants to the event competitions.
4. Each Patrol must be self sufficient for tentage, equipment and storage of food. It is
advisable for an adult to attend the start and finish of the event to minimise any risk of
damage to personal and troop equipment.
5. Each patrol will plan their own menus and purchase their own food. We expect you to
prepare the Saturday evening ‘Competition Meal’ on site using predominantly fresh
ingredients. On arrival a copy of the menu for the whole weekend including the menu
for the competition meal must be given to the organisers for marking. You will need to
keep another copy for when you cook the meals.
6. Gas cookers are acceptable throughout the weekend. If you want to use a wood fire
make sure you have an altar fire and wood supply to bring with you. Tree
branches and logs only. Woodhouse has a supply of logs at £4.50 a 12-15kg
bag.. If you do not have direct access to an altar fire please contact your ADC
(Scouts), who may be able to put you in touch with someone who has.
7. Boots or similar stout footwear must be worn when using the patrol chopping area.
Your campsite layout should make provision for a chopping area and fire area, even if
you do not intend to use a wood fire, because they will be marked.
8. Each Patrol will need to bring material to build a ‘racing’ ship, raft or iceberg (sedan
chair) on site. The vehicle will be marked for imagination, construction and
performance. This is to be built during the camp and not be prefabricated.
9. Young People must not leave our campsite without permission from the Camp Leader.
10. All entrants are expected to help us clear and tidy the site at the end of the event. No
one is to leave the site until they are given permission by a member of the Organising
Team.
11. Scout Leaders are encouraged to join the organising team in advance and choose a
specific responsibility to help us achieve a successful event. You are also welcome to
join us on the weekend, camping in the allocated adult area, and to take on a role on
the day. Adults are not permitted to camp amongst the Young People. Adults who
book in advance will be catered for but we will ask for a contribution towards costs.
12. Leaders who have teams in the Tony competition may give some assistance to them
but such help should only be provided if it is absolutely necessary to do so. Teams in
the Post & Press competition should not be helped by their own leaders. Teams who
receive excessive assistance may be penalised. The CPCC organising team members
are available to assist any team if the need arises.

